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About This Game

In this magic battle action game, take part in 4-on-4 team battles and cast an array of magic spells to defeat the opposing team.
You can assume one of four roles: Fighter, Healer, Support, Ranged. Use your role and spells to the best possible effect, and

cooperate with your teammates to win the battle!

The protagonist, Asta, is the only boy unable to use magic in a world where magic is everything. Despite this affliction, Asta
manages to overcome all sorts of hurdles with the help of his friends, and persists in his goal of becoming the Wizard King.

This game also includes an original story not depicted in the currently airing Black Clover anime series. Yami Sukehiro, the
captain of Asta's knight order, the Black Bulls, suddenly grows younger, just as a mysterious mage launches an attack on the

Clover Kingdom. Join Asta and his friends as they embark on a new adventure of trials and tribulations.
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Title: BLACK CLOVER: QUARTET KNIGHTS
Genre: Action
Developer:
ILINX, Inc.
Publisher:
BANDAI NAMCO Entertainment
Release Date: 13 Sep, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 64-bit

Processor: AMD Phenom II X4 945 or Intel Core i3-2100

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Radeon Vega 8 or Intel Iris Pro 580

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 14 GB available space

English,French,Italian,German,Japanese,Traditional Chinese
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Genji mains incoming !. Very fun game, it will be more fun if you play with your friends.

Pros:
+ Nice physics, nice cars, nice weather and nice environment. When in a rainstorm, your car could be be struck by lightning.
+ Upgradeable cars
+ Continuous map, no limit, don't know exactly, but you can't find the border of the map. If you continuously go ahead, then
you will seamlessly go back to same place. At first it makes me headache, but then I think this is very interesting.

Cons:
- Maps area is too small
- Less varied missions
. This is a very interesting game and i do recomend it to anyone who thinks it looks interesting,
however,
it is extreamly short, in fact it took me more time to download it than it did to play it. I am not sure if i am just missing some
elements of the game here or maybe there are diffrent pathways i could have taken but regardless it is still pretty short. It is a
very interesting experience that is very surreal and i do like that sort of thing.

Now for some pros and cons,

pros:
+very interesting
+looks pretty good with graphics
+good way to spend some time
+each level is diffrent and it feels like walking through a dream

cons:
- i have a pretty good damn computer and i had some lag at some points
- very very short, not sure it is worth 9 bucks, i would most likely pay around 3-5 for the ammount of content
- controls are very floaty, when you look around the camera feels like it is lagging behind (but that is done on purpose, not lag
issues).
- some of the puzzles require google to finnish, as i doubt many people will know these answers as common knowledge

Notes:
= this is not a story based game, it is very surreal and has no real storyline as far as i can tell
= there seems to be some christan roots here in the game as god is mentioned and a huge cross is seen, didnt really bother me
but i feel like it should be known.
= aliens(!)

tldr;
I do very much recommend this game, but i dont suggest buying it when it is not on sale.
. A nice Add-on to the game.. Having recently given up on Fortune's Tavern as a hopeless game i tried this one. I wondered long
if this one works better and if i should buy it... though i see they both share the same kind of combat engine. Surely this one will
work better right?

No. It's terrible. And i have come to the conclusion that this game engine just isn't cut for fun action oriented gameplay. Sure
you can get this to work somewhat but the fun part is just missing. Combat on ships is something that i can imagine some people
love despite(or because) the sluggish way the characters move giving you a stuttering Archon -like linearity to combat. Fortune's
Tavern dejavuu is very strong here.

The biggest sin i think this game engine brings to the table is that it overshadows the story. You are spendng so much time on
being annoyed by it that you just dont even care about the story. Yes i understand, some people like it. But i just can't as there
really are WORKING action games such as Secret of Magia that does the action part right.
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Not going to be spending much ink on the game mechanics itself - i see others have already taken care of that. Instead i am
going to just issue a general warning for action games that has this game engine underneath. Now by this i dont mean rpgmaker
games generally as i have recently learn't to like a lot of more traditional rpgmaker games but this particular engine that is used
on the more action oriented games is just a general disaster and i will avoid it like the plague in the future.. dont buy if you dont
like\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665games. Great Game, Just wish it could be updated. Otherwise its a great game,
couple bugs here and there and hard to get started but overall a great game.. Love the scenario and map design, especially
Salerno and Cassino. This was the high point of the series for me. The repeated maps (invasion then counter-attacks) work
extremely well here.

Be sure to visit any landmarks on the way :). I have been longing for a good Rugby Management game for a long time.
Unfortunately, at this stage, this is not an acceptable level for that good Rugby Management game.

The Match Engine is not bad, of course it would need constant work to improve. However, the number of times my players
would attempt a drop kick or aimless kick the ball away (despite low kicking) was laughable.

The tactical influence that you as the player (manager) has over the game seem's to be non-existent. Two slider options offer
you a chance to change Defence and Kicking, I am unsure as to what these actually do. There are also 4 clickable buttons,
Forwards, Centres, Wings and Balance. Clearly these are meant to be how you want your team to play, but neither gives a good
indication of what they are meant to achieve. To a new comer to rugby, this would make little sense.

The User Interface at first seems sleek and easy to look at, but it soon becomes apparent that too much information is shoved
onto the different pages. Looking at player attributes quickly becomes a headache as the spacing of words and players seems to
be a little excessive which means you end up scrolling a lot. This is particularly worse on the Team Selection page.

To end, I know they failed a kickstarter, and the game itself feels like it was rushed to finish. It seems that they ran out of
resources and instead of completing a good game they just wanted to get it out into the public to try and recoup what they put
into it. Definitely not worth $40, let alone the $31 I paid for it on Greenman Gaming.. FORSAKEN SANCTUARY
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freezes when i click the campaign button. i really like the look of this game, just let me play LUL. The whole game feels like its
running in slow motion and simply plays awful.. Really* good game if you know what you're getting into. Because this game is
pretty much entirley combat focused. There is still some story to experiance, a world to explore, and excellent character
progression, but.... for the most part it's combat, combat, combat.

Not that the combat is bad or anything. In fact, its great, but if you're not into turn based tactical combat, you're gonna have a
rough time. Hell, even if you do enjoy that, there's going to be some rough patches.

Wizardry 8 knows what it does well, just.... maybe have a TV Show on in the background for the slower parts. A must play for
RPG fans.. Guys... this is ONE...FUN, GOOD game!!!! in short... just get it!

I'm keeping this one...and i will definitaly buy any DLC (after they polish the game itself more ofcourse!)

Pros
- Good music... for everyone there is at least one song! from ska to reggae..to even polka(love that one :)
- More Challenging then you might think!
- A great stage with nice lighteffects
- different 'instruments' in variations (different drums, some more challenging)
- Clear menu... no hassle (although an exit option and game options menu would be nice)

Things to improve
- More music please!!
- i want current songs on different difficulty lvls, every songs now has it's own fixed difficulty
- More instruments please! (i want a melodic instruments mayb a bit more analog? follow a wave with the controller for
example for voicewave)
- More instruments :) Air guitar!!!
- It could use a slightly better feedback (in the audio) that you hit the right 'notes', it's only visual now
- two outer purple tracks....make one of em different ( and both brighter)
- More stages... this one is awesome, but this game really can use more stages... its awesome, but i want more!
- Multiplayer band would be fun :) (coop AND play off)
- the Game itselfs (besides the music part) is a bit 'empty' it feels like i'm alone...when i'm on a streak...let the 'virtual crowd or
girls that are in the game' give a bit feedback...
- Before starting the song play a sample that says: "Ready! 3...2....1" or something like that...
- Use more samples in the menu, voice or clicks, beeps...whatever...it's a GAME guys! not Excel :)

Cons
- timings seems sometimes a itty bit off when there is happening a lot...
- fixed difficulty on each song.
- Exit\/Options Menu
- The ending of each song is weird, it sometimes feels as if the song ends in the middle, but its the end and then it repeats a bit
before going back into the menu
 - feels a bit like early access to me...a GREAT one, but still not 'that ready'

My advise is : BUY IT, it's great fun for a incredible price!!
. Yeah nah. Waste of money, the online verison is better. Cookie Clicker. Fairly standard point and click adventure game, for
what it's worth. Doesn't quite capture the feeling of discovery and accomplishment that comes from putting things together. As
it is, Holmes is always one step ahead of the player--which can still make for a great story, but it doesn't really let you have the
experience of playing as the great Sherlock Holmes. Fun enough, and worth a playthrough, but between taking what ends up
feeling like a very passive role in the story and some quirks of gameplay that end up being rather annoying--particularly in those
sections of the game requiring precise timing--it's all a bit of a let down at the end.. A nice future-technology scifi platformer. If
you are a fan of movies like Tron, then you will be right at home here. A bit of reading at the beginning, the story progresses
slowly, and the game misses an opportunity for voice actors. But it makes up for it in the stunning visual presentation, and the
graphics render quickly. Music and sound is good and fits the setting, although I noticed a bit of crackling as the loops reset. As
a fan of the Lain series, I was skeptical whether this game could pull it off, but it is the real-deal so far. The game is very slow-
paced, off-putting, and contemplative, just like the anime.
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Playing on ubuntu 19.04 with radeon mesa graphic drivers, and a xbox-type gamepad controller. The game uses the Unity game
engine, and it requires about 700MBs of installation space. Right now the game is on sale for a few bucks, and I highly
recommend checking it out. The developer made a very worthy tribute to an underrated Japanese anime series, which you
should also check out.. Real nice little puzzle game. Real cheap for 5+ hours of enjoyment.. This is a game you will play for a
few days get fustrated with then quit for months.. it also doesn't help that the dev team which wasn't big to begin with just gave
up on it after promises of the Few 2 that will most likely never happen.

 If you have the extra money to waste and have every other game you want on steam it might be worth buying

Can't really say it's worth $8.00 either with no dev support this should be like $4.00 at most imo

MEREOLEONA ARRIVES IN BLACK CLOVER: QUARTET KNIGHTS:

She won the character vote and makes now a flaming entry in Black Clover: Quartet Knights…. Mereoleona is ready to burn
everything!

Get her as part of the new DLC: Royal Magic Knight Set – Red, along with a new costume for Asta!

Discover her blazing abilities in the new trailer:

https://youtu.be/dYv7ANrw_a0
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